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Business Overview

Nearly two-thirds of the world’s total energy consump-
tion is accounted for by combustion of hydrocarbon 
and other fuels in boilers, furnaces, kilns and turbines. 
Operators of these systems are continually installing, 
maintaining and upgrading costly process control and 
air pollution control systems.  In its December 2010 Air 
Pollution Management Report, The McIlvaine Company 
projected that just under $42 billion will be invested 
globally in equipment to reduce air pollution in 2011 
and they further projected this market will grow at an 
average rate of 6% per year over the next decade.
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ClearSign Combustion Corporation designs and develops technologies that aim to improve key perfor-
mance characteristics of combustion systems including energy efficiency, emissions control, fuel flexibility 
and overall cost effectiveness. Our Electrodynamic Combustion Control™ (ECC™) technology introduces 
a computer-controlled electric field into the combustion zone to improve control of flame shape and heat 
transfer and to minimize harmful emissions while maximizing system efficiency.
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We believe that ClearSign’s innovative Electrodynamic Combustion Control™ (ECC™) technology offers 
significant advantages in the design of industrial and utility scale combustion systems. We are develop-
ing powerful new combustion control techniques that we believe may improve energy efficiency, and 
increase process throughput while significantly improving the economics of air pollution control and 
industrial production. Our technology promises to allow radical improvement to burner and combustion 
system performance while simplifying burner design for a broad range of commercial, industrial and 
utility scale applications.

Business Overview (Continued from Page 1)

ClearSign ECC technology is, to our knowledge, the only combustion technology that exists today that 
has the ability to simultaneously improve emissions control performance and meet regulatory standards, 
while yielding a significant increase in energy efficiency. ECC can be adapted to various fuel types and 
multiple system sizes and configurations, and can be deployed on both a retrofit and new-build basis. 
Based on our internal estimates, the Company believes our total addressable market for ClearSign ECC 
technology in the four targeted system types to be between $5.4 billion and $12.8 billion in the United 
States alone. 

ClearSign has filed over 100 patent applications which we believe may represent substantially more 
than 100 individual inventions.

Combustion By The Numbers

67 Percent of global energy used in combustion.

163,000 Population of US Industrial Gas-Fired Boilers.

$500,000,000 Pollution control capital cost at any one of the 1,436 coal utilities in the US.

500,000 Number of industrial coal-fired boilers in China.

1 Percent efficiency gain that is considered “a big deal” or “game changing.”
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Selected Recent News
(See http://ir.clearsign.com/company-news for a complete list.)

2013

May 7: ClearSign Reports Further 37% Reduction in NOx From 8PPM to Below 5PPM

Apr 23: ClearSign Files 100th Patent Application
 
Apr 10: ClearSign and Grandeg Announce Development Agreement

Apr 2: ClearSign Achieves Major Emissions Control Milestone

Mar 12: ClearSign Selected to Present at American Flame Research Committee 2013 Industrial Com-
bustion Symposium

Feb 14: ClearSign Announces Novel ‘Duplex(TM)’ Short-Flame Burner Design

2012

Nov 15: Dr. Roberto Ruiz Joins ClearSign as Senior Vice President, Product Development

Sep 27: ClearSign Achieves Major Development Milestone: Demonstrates Technique to Provide Un-
precedented Flame Stability up to 1,000,000 Btu/hr

Jun 28: ClearSign Combustion Reports Dramatic Reduction of Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) Using Propri-
etary Electrodynamic Combustion Control(TM) (ECC(TM)) Technology

ClearSign’s goal is to define new standards for Large-Scale Combustion Systems.

TRANSFORMATIVE.
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